"Tiger! Tiger!" is a short story by Rudyard Kipling. A direct sequel to "Mowgli's Brothers", it was published in magazines in 1893-94 before appearing as the third story in The Jungle Book (1894), following "Kaa's Hunting". The title is derived from William Blake's poem "The Tyger". After driving out the tiger Shere Khan, Mowgli leaves the wolf pack that has raised him and makes his way to a human village to be with his own (biological) kind. There he is adopted by a bereaved couple, Messua and her Thirteen: The Tiger's Egg. Fourteen: A Flash of Light. Fifteen: A Bag of Wind. Sixteen: The Bearded Baby. Seventeen: Chasing Ghosts. Eighteen: Thunder and Eggs. Nineteen: Horace and Pagi. Twenty: A Better Map. Sitting side by side on the cold stone they might seem unremarkable enough, if you did not know that Little was over four hundred years old and had the outline of a pair of lost wings etched into the skin of her back, or that Miles had befriended a talking tiger and carried in his pocket a small stuffed bear that could dance. The Tiger's Egg book. Read 54 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. When the Circus Bolsillo lands in Larde, orphan Miles Wednesday and... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking T as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Herman the tiger is grumpy because of all the noisy neighbors around him at the zoo. But when a defenseless little egg falls into his lap, suddenly the cranky cat's mood changes. A playful celebration of family, our wonderful differences, and the transformative power of love. In 2016 she was awarded the Serafina Prize for young talent in children's literature. The Tiger's Egg is her first picture book for NorthSouth. View Author. What Has Nele Bronner Said About The Tiger's Egg. Nothing yet! You should let Nele know that you want more details about The Tiger's Egg! More Books by Nele Bronner. Lemon Child.